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Over the past four decades, scientists have made substantial progress in understanding the evolution of sleep patterns across the Tree of Life.1,2 Remarkably, the specifics of sleep along the human lineage have been slow to emerge. This is surprising, given our unique mental and behavioral capacity and the importance of sleep for individual cognitive performance.3–5 One view is that our species’ sleep architecture is in accord with patterns documented in other mammals.6 We promote an alternative view, that human sleep is highly derived relative to that of other primates. Based on new and existing evidence, we specifically propose that humans are more efficient in their sleep patterns than are other primates, and that human sleep is shorter, deeper, and exhibits a higher proportion of REM than expected. Thus, we propose the sleep intensity hypothesis: Early humans experienced selective pressure to fulfill sleep needs in the shortest time possible. Several factors likely served as selective pressures for more efficient sleep, including increased predation risk in terrestrial environments, threats from intergroup conflict, and benefits arising from increased social interaction. Less sleep would enable longer active periods in which to acquire and transmit new skills and knowledge, while deeper sleep may be critical for the consolidation of those skills, leading to enhanced cognitive abilities in early humans.

Sleep occupies approximately one-third of a typical human life span. Deviations from this standard are linked to cognitive impairment and negative health consequences. For example, sleep is critical for working memory, attention, decision-making, and visual-motor performance.7 Sleep loss, driven by access to artificial lighting, shift-work, and increased international travel, has societal costs, ranging from decreases in workplace productivity to fatal accidents. Occupations that demand high-level cognitive function during shift work or that restrict sleep are particularly relevant.8 Humans in the developed world sleep in vastly different ways than our hominin ancestors slept.9 These differences may have important consequences for global health and treatment of sleep disorders.4,9

Understanding human sleep also has implications for understanding human evolution,5 which is the focus of our paper. To synthesize current understanding of human sleep ecology and evolution, we turn to the ethnographic and historical literatures and recent studies to synthesize findings related to sleep in small-scale, subtropical, noncontraceptive human populations that lack ready access to artificial light (henceforth called traditional populations). In addition, using new phylogenetic comparative methods, we investigate primate sleep and identify unique aspects of human sleep. Building on recent ideas concerning the importance of the tree-to-ground transition in hominin sleep and cognition,5,10 we argue that the transition to obligate terrestrial environments may have been a consequence of allometric scaling. This transition may explain resulting physiological and techno-cultural adaptations, such as beds, shelters, controlled use of fire, variation in chronotypes (see glossary), and large social groups that gave early members of the genus Homo the advantage of deep, efficient sleep. We suggest that changes
in sleep were central to the fabric of human evolution even though, to date, the study of sleep in traditional societies and nonhuman primates has received remarkably little attention.3,11–13

**INVESTIGATING UNIQUE ASPECTS OF HUMAN SLEEP**

Sleep can be viewed as a brain state, a process, and a behavior;14,15 it is an emergent property of the brain that serves several purposes, including energy restoration, immune function, brain metabolic homeostasis, neural ontogenesis, and cognitive and emotional processing.16–18 Sleep is regulated by homeostatic19 and circadian mechanisms.20 Consequently, the more we go without it the more we need it (homeostatic drive). Similarly, as night falls, physiological mechanisms such as melatonin release are activated in diurnal animals to facilitate sleep (the circadian drive).

When asleep, the brain shifts between qualitatively and quantitatively different states, nonrapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.21 NREM sleep is subdivided into two important stages. Light N2 (NREM stages 1-2) is accompanied by sleep spindles and K-complexes and is associated with the lowest arousal threshold; that is, a sleeper is most easily awakened from this stage. The second stage of NREM sleep is deep N3 slow-wave activity (SWA) (NREM stage 3), characterized by delta rhythms and slow, global cortical oscillations. Deep N3 sleep, as compared to light sleep, is associated with a high arousal threshold, making it more difficult to awaken a sleeper from this stage.22,23

REM sleep, in contrast, has an electroencephalographic (EEG) pattern that, despite its association with complete behavioral paralysis, indicates brain activity that is similar to an awake state. In general, EEGs during REM sleep show faster theta rhythms, which arise from bidirectional subcortical, hippocampal, and cortical network interactions.24,25 REM sleep can be subclassified into two modes, tonic and phasic. Tonic REM sleep refers to the state of widespread theta rhythms, whereas phasic REM is characterized by actual rapid eye movements (REMs) associated with ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves.26 Importantly, as noted by Ermis and colleagues27 external stimuli are heavily inhibited during phasic REM, which they describe as a state, “with maximal environmental shielding (disconnection from the external world), [and] hence a most vulnerable phase of sleep.” In summary, modern human sleep research has revealed three discrete sleep stages: Light N2 sleep, deep N3 slow wave activity, and REM (tonic and phasic) sleep.14,27

**Is Human Sleep Flexible?**

Perspectives promoted by sleep hygiene (that is, behaviors that are conducive to habitually sleeping well) largely focus on the importance of consolidated sleep at consistent intervals from one 24-hour period to the next.28 Yet we all have experience with staying up too late, and
many people have sleep disorders that affect the quality of sleep and next-day performance. Are these patterns of late nights and disrupted sleep typical only of modern humans or are they characteristic of all humans and throughout human evolution? In other words, are today’s sleep patterns a case of evolutionary pressure on human sleep? The study of small-scale modern human forager populations living in adaptively relevant habitats is essential for addressing these questions.

Information on human sleep in settings without artificial (that is, electrically produced) light is accessible from historical and ethnographic records, along with a handful of more recent studies that more directly quantify sleep patterns. Worthman and Melby argued that, compared to their postmodern industrial counterparts, traditional societies are characterized by strikingly different sleep ecology and behavior. As summarized in Table 1, equatorial hunter-gatherer sleep environments are characterized by a pattern that is more similar to that of other primates: co-sleeping, in which individuals sleep within close enough proximity to monitor each other using two or more senses, daytime napping, often during the daily extremes in temperature; audio conditions that are acoustically dynamic and often noisy; and lighting conditions that are generally dim or dark. Security from large hunting predators and smaller blood-sucking arthropods is achieved by sleeping socially and through use of fire.

Arguably, the most significant behavioral facilitator of sleep quality is the environment where the individual sleeps; sleep sites encompass extremes in temperatures, noise, and sleepers’ familiarity with their surroundings. Modern equatorial hunter-gatherer sleeping platforms include organic substrates and covers to facilitate thermoregulation and, provide a better quality of sleep. These substrates may take the form of piles of vegetation constructed from branches, lianas, leaves, and grasses, which are sometimes interwoven and usually accompanied by animal hides. In addition to fire, hunter-gatherers display a variety of anti-predation defenses, including semi-permanent shelter structures and earthworks dug into the ground to form concealed concavities in which to sleep. Although early studies showed Australian aboriginal populations to be characterized by greater metabolic tolerance to body cooling, it still is not known how these adaptations help cope with the stresses of dynamic terrestrial sleep environments.

Hunter-gatherer sexual partners generally co-sleep. Accordingly, the male may gain increased opportunity for care of nearby offspring and reduce opportunities for infidelity by his mate; in turn, females may gain increased paternal care, including protection of offspring.

In addition, evidence exists of a genetic underpinning to variation in human chronotypes. Relative to other mammals, human sleep timing is highly variable and these extremes are measured by the timing of sleep onset, which informs chronotype (colloquially dubbed morning “larks” versus evening “owls”). Natural sentinels could also increase the group survival of terrestrial sleepers. The elderly exhibit less slow-wave sleep, lower thresholds for
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**TABLE 1. Hominoid Sleep Ecology: Overview of Ape, Human Hunter-gatherer, and Post-industrial Sleep Environments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Great ape</th>
<th>Hunter-gatherer</th>
<th>Post-industrial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronology</td>
<td>18-14 mya to present</td>
<td>1.8 mya to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeping platform</td>
<td>Arboreal sleeping platforms made of foliage</td>
<td>Foliage, animal hide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep group size</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diurnal inactivity</td>
<td>Fluid</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Fire, moonlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep onset</td>
<td>Rigid (sunset)</td>
<td>Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake onset</td>
<td>Rigid (sunset)</td>
<td>Rigid (sunset)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lux</td>
<td>Dark/dim (source: moonlight)</td>
<td>Fire, ambient noise; dynamic (fauna, group members)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics</td>
<td>Dynamic (fauna, conspecifics)</td>
<td>Fire, group size, defensive structures, sentinels, males in prone position closest to potential threats, mother-infant co-sleeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Arboreal platforms, group size, insect repellant/odor masking properties of nests</td>
<td>Fire, group size, defensive structures, sentinels, males in prone position closest to potential threats, mother-infant co-sleeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermoregulation</td>
<td>Sleep platform complexity, foliage; mother-infant co-sleeping</td>
<td>Fire, shelter, mother-infant co-sleeping, group sleep during temperature nadir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3Averaged great ape group size and hunter-gatherer group size.
awakening, and more awakenings during a single sleep period. Children and adults with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (about 3%-5% of a population) may also have a lower threshold and greater frequency of awakenings. Variability in chronotype, resulting in sleep sentinels, could have led to increased night-time vigilance and survivability, possibly via group selection, as a way of countering predation or defending against night raids by rival groups.

The question of “normal” human sleep phasing has received attention from both empirical and historical researchers. Ekirch used historical records as the basis for his proposal that biphasic sleep was common in European civilizations before the Industrial Revolution. In addition, experiments suggested that humans from Western populations can revert to a biphasic sleep pattern under conditions of long nights. From Wehr’s research emerges the “human sleep flexibility hypothesis,” according to which humans show circadian rhythms and behavioral strategies that facilitate flexible, polyphasic sleep patterns. The alternative sleep consolidation hypothesis forwards the idea that a single, integrated sleep period, with a low frequency of daytime napping, best characterizes traditional populations (Fig. 1) and therefore represents “normal” ancestral sleep.

In support of the sleep consolidation hypothesis, Yetish and colleagues recently used actigraphy to quantify natural sleep patterns in three traditional populations in Tanzania, Namibia, and Bolivia. Strikingly, these populations exhibited similar sleep parameters, with an average duration of 5.7-7.1 hours. Typically, sleep onset would occur several hours after sunset, with after-hours activity facilitated by firelight. However, wake onset, which was associated with sunrise, was less variable. The sleep efficiency in these three traditional populations was between 81% and 86%, and thus comparable to that in industrial populations. Sleep consistently occurred during the period of night with the lowest temperature and individuals slept longest during the times of year with the coolest temperatures. These findings highlight the role of environmental factors in sleep patterns. In summary, with temperature proposed as a major regulator of sleep duration and timing, data generated in these equatorial populations supports the hypothesis that ancient humans’ sleep was consolidated into one major sleep bout per 24 hours.

Multiple approaches exist to investigate the phasing of human sleep more quantitatively. First and foremost, more data are needed on sleep patterns in humans that lack access to artificial light. This includes not only hunter-gatherers and small-scale agriculturalists who live in equatorial habitats, but also populations in high-latitude arctic areas characterized by long summer daylight hours with moderate temperatures and long, cold winters with extremely low light exposure or no light exposure. In addition, populations in developing countries, which experience emerging “evolutionary mismatch” situations, in which their rapidly changing environments differ radically from ancestral environments, may exhibit sleep phasing that differs from that in traditional and/or postindustrial populations.

Similarly, more research is needed on natural patterns of variation in ape sleep, especially activity at night. Sleep research on apes has recently gained traction because data-logging equipment and infrared cameras can record vocalizations and activity around great ape sleep sites in both wild and captive sites. Comparative approaches are also needed to rigorously measure sleep intensity in a broad set of primates and to place humans in that comparative context. We next turn to an example of use of this comparative approach to determine different aspects of human sleep architecture.

### Sleep Duration, Depth, and Percentage of REM in Comparative Perspective

Human sleep, when compared on a gross level to that of other primates, appears to be characterized by several unique traits. Based on a 7.0-hour sleep duration estimated in multiple populations over 66 studies, with these populations cross-sectioned at five-year intervals from the ages of 15 through 45 years, human sleep duration is the shortest recorded among primates (Fig. 2A). This is in stark contrast to the primate “marathon sleepers” (for example, owl monkeys, cotton-top tamarins, and mouse lemurs), which have total sleep times ranging from 13-17 hours. The human REM to NREM ratio (22:78) is the highest proportion of REM to NREM of all primates (Fig. 2B).

While these patterns are intriguing, a more quantitative phylogenetic approach is needed to assess the degree to which human sleep differs from that of other primates. We used such an approach – an evolutionary outlier analysis – to assess whether human sleep is extraordinary as compared to variation
among primates in general.\cite{53,54} This analysis combines phylogeny with data on predictor variables to make a phylogenetically informed prediction of a response variable for a particular species on the phylogeny (Box 1). As shown in Box 1, our analyses demonstrated that humans have exceptionally short sleep (Fig. 3) with a greater proportion of REM (Fig. 4) than would be predicted for a primate of similar phenotypic characteristics. Because of the challenges of using invasive EEG with endangered species, only 7% of primate species have had their sleep architecture quantified.\cite{55} Even fewer have had detailed descriptions of sleep environment and species-specific sleeping postures documented. Specifically, there is a dearth of data recording the full range of critical sleep measures – light N2 sleep, deep N3 sleep, and REM – and behavioral variables such as sleep efficiency, sleep motor activity, and sleep fragmentation (see Glossary). Therefore, variables that are critically important for understanding sleep intensity are currently lacking for primates. As we will discuss, given the link between sleep homeostasis and motor activity,\cite{56} several variables drawn from actigraphy may serve as behavioral proxies for deep sleep, thus opening the door for future studies of these variables and their correlates.

**ALLOMETRIC SCALING AND ECOLOGY OF SLEEP SITES**

Humans are also characterized by sleeping terrestrially, which is unusual among primates. Other primates will occasionally sleep terrestrially, or some individuals in some populations will show more regular ground sleeping. For example, where predation is regionally low for chimpanzees, a small proportion of males has been observed to sleep on the ground.\cite{57} Similarly, physically massive male gorillas that live in predator-poor environments often sleep on the ground.\cite{58} But it is only in humans that all age and sex classes habitually sleep terrestrially.

As suggested by these examples of gorilla and chimpanzee male sleep patterns, physical characteristics and ecology are important in predicting primate sleep sites. Indeed, a consideration of allometry helps shed light on some aspects of primate sleep site patterns. In a simple geometric model, the doubling of the length of an animal corresponds to disproportionate increases in area and volume.\cite{59} The exponential increase in volume relative to stature creates physical limits on where a primate can successfully obtain the benefits of sleep.\cite{60}

To investigate allometric scaling of sleep-site use, we have identified four major sleep-site categories that primates use to overcome the challenges of finding security and comfort (Box 2): fixed-point nests, tree branches, arboreal sleeping platforms, and terrestrial beds (Fig. 5). Each of these is related to what we call a “sleep-scaling threshold” as a way to overcome the exponential increase in body volume.

The ancestral primate was likely arboreal,\cite{61} a way of life that presents major challenges to most primates in locating comfortable and secure sleep sites. Small-bodied primates often use tree-holes or circular leaves that mesh together to avoid predators and mosquito vectors that spread parasites, as well as to thermoregulate, provision, and care for young.\cite{62–64}
A major challenge for comparative methods is to investigate change in a quantitative trait along a single branch of a phylogeny, as one might wish to do for humans, while also controlling for variation in factors that explain variation in the trait of interest. A standard way to achieve this is by regressing a response variable on other traits and testing whether humans are outliers, as has been done in studies of brain size. It is important in this context also to control for phylogeny, in terms of both the underlying regression model and assessing whether humans are outliers. For example, if apes lie above the regression line, we might expect that humans do, too, suggesting that it is something about apes (not just humans) that differs from other primates.

We used recent Bayesian phylogenetic methods for statistical modeling of sleep durations in primates, then used the statistical model to predict sleep duration in humans. Sleep durations were used only if they passed the minimum requirements for data quality as detailed in previous work that compiled sleep quotas for phylogenetic analysis. By comparing actual sleep duration in humans to the predicted outcomes from the model, we can investigate whether humans are a typical primate (our observed sleep duration falls within the predicted interval) or a “phylogenetic outlier” (our sleep duration falls outside the predicted interval). More specifically, we estimated regression coefficients and the degree of phylogenetic signal in the data using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approaches and implemented Bayesian model selection, which includes predictor variables in the statistical model in proportion to their posterior probability (body mass was forced into the model at all iterations in the MCMC chain). When phylogenetic signal in the residuals from the statistical model is high (estimated with the scaling parameters λ and κ), the human value is shifted based on phylogeny to reflect values of sleep duration in our close phylogenetic relatives. We used a Bayesian posterior probability distribution of models and phylogenies to generate a Bayesian posterior prediction distribution, which is what would be predicted in a primate with phenotypic characteristics similar to those of humans. We determined that humans are exceptional if the observed human value falls outside the 95% credible interval.

Analyses of sleep duration showed that humans are exceptionally short sleepers, with the human value (shown as a line in Figure 3) substantially below the 95% credible interval of predicted sleep durations (only 1 of 500 samples from the posterior prediction was more extreme than observed). In fact, however, most of the coefficients relating these traits to total sleep time in primates were not different from zero, and often not included in the model. Our predictions take into account that uncertainty about which variables to include in the model, along with uncertainty about primate phylogeny. We also found good evidence of phylogenetic signal; the branch length scaling parameter λ for total sleep time had a mean of 0.69 (SD = 0.28).

We next examined the proportion of REM sleep also showed that humans are a striking outlier (Fig. 4), with the human REM proportion substantially above the 95% credible interval of predicted REM proportion (only 2 of 500 samples in the posterior probability distribution were greater than the observed value for humans). Again, we found good evidence of phylogenetic signal based on the finding that the branch-length scaling parameter λ for REM proportion had a mean of 0.59 (SD = 0.27).

In summary, taking phylogeny and primate ecology into account, human sleep differs substantially from that of other primates: We are exceptionally short sleepers and we pack a higher proportion of REM sleep into our short sleep durations. It appears that evolution has whittled away sleep durations along our lineage, just as access to electricity and lighting continues to do in the present day.

Evolutionary reconstruction of primate life-history traits points to an ancestral sleep state that most likely resembled that of extant galagos, a solitary, nocturnal animal that produces a single offspring provisioned in a fixed-point nest. Early nest-like sleeping shelters may primarily have protected against predation and biting insects, conferred a thermoregulatory buffer, and increased overall safety by reducing the risk of falling from arboreal sleep sites. These valuable sites, especially tree-holes, would have required time to locate and potentially secure from other animals or, in the case of leaves and branches, to construct or parasitize. Open nests may provide some of these benefits but, when closed sites are available, they considerably enhance these benefits.

Paleocene and Eocene primates’ body size, like that of many other mammals, steadily increased through time. As primate body mass expanded beyond the capacity of most fixed-point nests, a major transition occurred from fixed-point nest sleep to tree-branch sleep. Abandonment of the fixed-point nest sleep-site strategy in divergent primate lineages may also have been a result of the change from nocturnal to diurnal activity patterns, which resulted in larger social groups as a defense against diurnal predators. From the measurements of postural behavior of the few primates that have been
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**Box 1. Phylogenetic Outlier Analysis**

In summary, taking phylogeny and primate ecology into account, human sleep differs substantially from that of other primates: We are exceptionally short sleepers and we pack a higher proportion of REM sleep into our short sleep durations. It appears that evolution has whittled away sleep durations along our lineage, just as access to electricity and lighting continues to do in the present day.
recorded during sleep bouts, it is observed that they typically huddle together in a guarded position. This dynamic and precarious sleep environment may explain why, as compared to apes, monkeys have less efficient, lighter sleep. Great apes are characterized by a universal behavior that has helped them solve the challenge of sleeping securely and comfortably in the trees in spite of their massive bodies. They construct a “nest” or sleeping platform. 

In contrast, the lesser apes, the gibbons, do not build sleeping platforms; instead, they follow the ancestral primate pattern of sleeping on tree branches, typically lying or sitting on what is available without altering their local environment. Arboreal platforms provide several benefits to sleepers, including keeping individuals out of range of terrestrial predators, repelling blood-sucking arthropods and/or masking individual insect-attracting odors, providing added insulation to keep warm, and providing a more stable and secure environment. 

Phylogenetic reconstruction places the emergence of nest building sometime between 18 -14 mya. The innovation of ape nest construction, coinciding with the evolution of body mass over the 30 kg threshold (Fig. 6), suggests that larger body mass made sleeping on branches less advantageous for apes. At this size, apes would have benefited from more resilient and stable sleeping substrates to reduce both physical stress on the body and the probability of lethal falls. This evolutionary event could have then established the prerequisite adaptations to alter sleep architecture within the Hominidae. 

In addition to the challenges of a larger-bodied animal sleeping on branches, cognitive demands in great apes may have favored nest-building. In particular, more stable sleeping sites provide physical support for large-bodied hominoids to maintain deep and sustained sleep, which may be linked to enhanced cognitive function in the great apes. This idea has become known as the sleep-quality hypothesis. The alternative “engineering hypothesis” switches causality to suggest that the greater cognitive performance of great apes enables them to build nests. Rather than viewing these two hypotheses as mutually exclusive, it could be that increased complexity in sleeping platform construction could have positively affected cognition, which then enhanced nest building potential, resulting in a positive feedback loop.
A few recent studies have begun to investigate how nests and sleep enhance cognitive performance in nonhuman great apes. First, Samson and Shumaker provided captive orangutans with different materials to construct a night nest. They quantified the sleeping platform complexity each night, measuring it as an index of the number of material items available to construct a bed, and found that complexity covaried positively with reduced night-time motor activity, less fragmentation, and greater sleep efficiency. Second, in captive apes undergoing experimental cognitive testing, sleep has been shown to stabilize and protect memories from interference. Future research could investigate these questions with similar approaches.

A primary driver of primate sleep-site selection is circumscribed not only by mass but also volume (as an allometric scaling function of body length), relative to local ecological pressure and functional morphology. Large-bodied primates must position themselves on relatively smaller supports. Even if larger primates positioned themselves on geometrically proportional supports, stress on the body increases disproportionately. As body length increases, weight increases at a cube length, whereas the surface of the body supporting weight increases at only a square. Thus, large primates disproportionately stress the skin, connective tissue, and skeleton when lying horizontally. More importantly, the relatively constant size of supporting branches would no longer be appropriate for the task of securing a sleep site (Figs. 5 and 6).

**Box 2. Sleep Sites and Body Mass**

A primary driver of primate sleep-site selection is circumscribed not only by mass but also volume (as an allometric scaling function of body length), relative to local ecological pressure and functional morphology. Large-bodied primates must position themselves on relatively smaller supports. Even if larger primates positioned themselves on geometrically proportional supports, stress on the body increases disproportionately. As body length increases, weight increases at a cube length, whereas the surface of the body supporting weight increases at only a square. Thus, large primates disproportionately stress the skin, connective tissue, and skeleton when lying horizontally. More importantly, the relatively constant size of supporting branches would no longer be appropriate for the task of securing a sleep site (Figs. 5 and 6).

Figure 5. (A) Fixed-point nests are used to avoid predators, stay within optimal temperatures, and store resources and offspring (photo accredited to Manfred Eberle). (B) Tree branches are used to avoid predators, but are less stable than other sleep sites. (C) Sleeping platforms are universally used by large-bodied great apes as stable and secure sleep sites that are warm and confer resistance to biting insects and arboreal predators (photo accredited to Kathelijne Koops). Terrestrial beds are used by massive apes (male chimpanzees and gorillas) and humans (photo of Hadza hunter accredited to Mathiew Paley/paleyphoto.com). (Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
combined with quantitative measures of sleep depth and quality.

**EARLY HUMAN SLEEP ECOLOGY**

Given the dramatic morphological changes and exponentially increasing body volume that took place during the *Australopithecus-Homo* transition, inferential evidence supports *H. erectus* as the first fully terrestrial ground-sleeping hominin. *Homo*’s predecessor, *Australopithecus*, shares several anatomical features (such as a narrow scapula and long, curved phalanges) with the great apes; these features reduced structural fatigue and are clear indicators of arboreal adaptations to counteract these risks and the loss of benefits of arboreal platforms. With respect to early hominin sleep ecology, possession of fire has been proposed as essential for enabling sleep in terrestrial environments. With the great apes, hyenas and saber-toothed cats; disease transmission by blood-sucking arthropods such as terrestrially hunting mosquitoes; and reduced thermoregulatory homeostasis when in contact with the conductive properties of the earth’s relatively cooler temperature.

Thus, to make the terrestrial sleep transition, early hominins would likely have evolved numerous behavioral adaptations to counteract these risks and the loss of benefits of arboreal platforms. With respect to early hominin sleep ecology, possession of fire has been proposed as essential for enabling sleep in terrestrial environments. It has been proposed that the first of our hominin ancestors to use fire was *H. erectus*, and although the claim remains uncertain because of fragmentary archeological evidence, it has been argued that fire was necessary for the transition to obligate terrestriality. Fire at night would have helped deter predators, kept individuals warm during cold nights, and fumigated sleep sites with smoke to deter biting insects (Table 1). Moreover, fire may have increased group cohesion and promoted meditation. Possible costs in the habitual use of fire may have included increased rates of respiratory disease and attraction of intraspecific competitors.

The details of this transition are difficult to pin down in the archeological record. There is evidence of the use of smoke to repel malaria vectors in Amazonian societies. Tests aimed at investigating the use of fire in relation to controlling biting insects could be one way forward. Additional data obtained by experimentally manipulating access to fire in an outdoor environment, alongside mobile polysomnography and insect-trap measures, could directly test fire’s role in sleep safety and quality. Finally, similar data generated with hunter-gatherers could clarify the frequency with which fires are used and the benefits obtained for thermoregulation and predator avoidance.

**SLEEP INTENSITY HYPOTHESIS**

Building on these and other emerging findings in evolutionary anthropology and sleep biology, we propose the “sleep intensity hypothesis”, which postulates that early humans sleeping in novel terrestrial environments had characteristic sleep architecture that fulfilled homeostatic need in the shortest time possible. Such a shift in sleep ecology could explain the unique characteristics of human sleep, resulting in an overall pattern of efficient sleep expression with subsequent cognitive and behavioral advantages emerging from high-quality sleep and increased net hours of activity along the human lineage. We present this idea by first providing some additional background on sleep biology, then consider selective pressures on human sleep.

Vyazovskiy and Delogu advance the theory that NREM and REM work in a complementary system, with NREM enabling information processing, synaptic plasticity, and cellular maintenance during a general “recovery phase” and REM enabling periodic excursions into an activated brain, identifying networks that have undergone recovery from...
the previous NREM period, thus performing a "selection phase." In other words, REM "tags" which parts of the brain are sufficiently stabilized, differentiating them from those that need more SWA processing.

The net result of NREM-REM cycling is an efficient process. It ensures that functional requirements for current cognitive demands are met in the shortest possible time. Indeed, Halász and colleagues note, "It may be that the full-blown development of these synergetic regulations is a human-specific trait which was necessary due to the vulnerability of the cognitive functions of the frontal neocortex." In full-time terrestrial environments, hominins, sleeping in large, sentinelled groups on stable ground beds protected by fire, would have been uniquely positioned to capitalize on the adaptive advantage of deeper, more intense, REM-dominated sleep.

The terrestrial sleep transition would have eliminated the significant dangers of arboreal activity for a diurnal animal at night, one of the most important being the danger of lethal falls by large-bodied individuals. In this situation, early humans could have dedicated a greater proportion of time to behaviorally vulnerable, yet highly consolidated, sleep states with high arousal thresholds, such as N3 (SWS) and REM sleep, with less time in light N2 (NREM stages 1-2). This would have increased the relative proportion of deep sleep versus light sleep, while shortening the total time individuals needed to be inactive. Moreover, early humans may have been the first primates to exhibit a single integrated sleep period with a greater proportion of deep sleep characterized by a major initial period of N3 (SWS) and coupled bouts of proportionately longer REM sleep.

In addition, with the use of fire, cooking would have reduced the time invested in chewing from 4-7 hours a day to about 1 hour. Indeed, one study has found that, relative to other primates, humans are evolutionary outliers in their chewing time, spending only 4.7% of the active day feeding, whereas Pan spends 37.5% of the day doing so. Including the reduction in time spent chewing from the Pan average (270 minutes) to a human average (35 minutes) and a release from the obligate inactivity of arboreal sleep sites (720 minutes) to a human average (420 minutes), the net gain of activity in 24 hours could have amounted to approximately 8.9 hours. Moreover, fire may have increased the "artificial day," since early human activity may have been extended past dusk by access to controllable light. In sum, the innovations of fire and high-quality sleep sites on the ground could have increased early Homo waking activity by 37% in a 24-hour period.

Increased sleep intensity conferred at least three cognitive benefits on early humans. The first of these involves threat priming. By way of the phenomenological content of sleep (dreaming), REM primes sleepers by rehearsing likely threatening events or social scenarios that may occur in their waking environments. Increased innovation is a second benefit of increased sleep intensity. In particular, REM sleep and its contents may have allowed for a wider networking of ideation, resulting in greater frequency of creativity, insight, and innovation. Moreover, increased sleep intensity likely enhanced memory consolidation. Clear evidence exists regarding the role of SWS and REM sleep in processing daily information into long-term memory stores. For example, SWS has been associated with the consolidation of procedural memories (for example, visuospatial locations and stonemaking skills) and the processing of emotionally valent declarative and episodic memories. It is worth noting that Walker and Stickgold proposed a homeostatically driven demand on sleep-dependent memory consolidation that reciprocally enhances sleep depth; in other words, sleep enhances learning and, in turn, learning enhances sleep.

With the increase in potential activity budget, significant group-level social activity could have been expanded to the night time. This could have had important consequences for hominin socioecology by increasing the total time available to bond communities, transmit cultural information, and augment waking cognitive abilities. In turn, with a reduction in total sleep time and increase in sleep intensity, there may have been selective pressure for the cognitive and behavioral benefits of improved memory consolidation, increased creativity, and social intelligence, all of which would plausibly improve survival in challenging novel terrestrial environments.

**KEY PREDICTIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

In exploring primate sleep ecology and physiology, we presented a novel hypothesis that attempts to explain how modern human sleep architecture evolved. While some existing data led us to this hypothesis, future studies should test specific predictions arising from it. First, generating descriptive statistics on sleep architecture in previously unrecorded captive and wild primates is essential. Our ability to test these hypotheses is limited because of the dearth of nonhuman primate sleep studies. As noted earlier, such studies are difficult because of the invasive nature of EEGs and EMGs. However, cost-effective technology to test such hypotheses is now becoming available (Table 2). Key species to generate further data to test the sleep intensity hypothesis are lemurs (for example, *Lemur catta*, *Propithecus* spp., and *Eulemur* spp.), the
New World Cebidae, the Old World colobines, and the apes. Moreover, sleep expression encompasses more than just NREM and REM distribution; to effectively move forward, research should also quantify behavioral measures such as sleep efficiency, motor activity, and sleep fragmentation, which can be measured in primates via actigraphy and infrared videography.

As data accumulate for more species, phylogenetic comparative methods can be applied to reanalyze key hypotheses and infer ancestral states to assess characteristics of sleep in extant taxa, including humans. Several questions could be targeted using comparative data on NREM, REM, sleep depth, and their correlates: Across mammals, how do evolutionary transitions to various kinds of sociality influence sleep? Do ecological variables associated with sleep ecology correlate with sleep architecture? Specifically, do animals with fixed-point nests or arboreal sleeping platforms have different sleep characteristics than do those that sleep on branches? Do rates of innovation and social learning covary with specific types of sleep architecture (more REM coupled with less total sleep)? We predict that the mechanisms that facilitate differences in sleep intensity and depth will be functionally related to sleep environments, particularly discrete parameters that augment security and comfort in sleep sites.

A critical test of the sleep intensity hypothesis will come from sleep data generated in traditional human populations characterizing normal sleep patterns in varying climates and latitudes. The hypothesis would be disproved if traditional populations were characterized by longer than average sleep durations. A critical test of the sleep intensity hypothesis was recently reported: Research that generated sleep durations of 5.7-7.1 hours for traditional populations discovered even shorter durations than the standard human average used in our phylogenetic analysis. This finding supports the sleep intensity hypothesis. Furthermore, the sleep intensity hypothesis would be disproved by comparative data showing that human sleep is less efficient than that of our closest phylogenetic relatives when sleeping is done in similar conditions. However, even if we found that sleep across apes is largely similar, modern human reliance on high quality sleep is critical. Increased attention to sleep along the ape lineage may give a clearer understanding of why we sleep.

**CONCLUSIONS**

As Rechtschaffen noted, “If sleep does not serve an absolute vital function, then it is the biggest mis-

---

**TABLE 2. Recording Primate Sleep: Current Cost-Effective Technology That Can Expand Primate Sleep Datasets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Gross Measure</th>
<th>Specifics</th>
<th>Invasive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actigraphy</td>
<td>Active/nonactive</td>
<td>Can measure activity at 1-sec interval resolution; in humans, algorithms generate NREM/REM states at 90% efficacy</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videography/</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Can measure respiration and gross body motor movement; in apes, shown to differentiate between NREM/REM states at 80% efficacy</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eularian</td>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Can measure respiration and gross body motor movement; in apes, shown to differentiate between NREM/REM states at 80% efficacy</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnification</td>
<td>signatures</td>
<td>Can measure respiration and gross body motor movement; in apes, shown to differentiate between NREM/REM states at 80% efficacy</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
<td>Active/nonactive</td>
<td>Automatically records data; can measure breathing rhythms</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Gold standard</td>
<td>Automatically records data; can differentiate between NREM/REM states and measure delta and theta wave states</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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